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Manuel P. Asensio, the nation's Pioneer of Informational Arbitrage, founded the Institute of
Judicial Conduct and The Father's Rights Movement Live based on his investigation of over 120
senior New York State government officials including judges who acted criminally against him
and his daughter, Eva Asensio, as part of a state policy.
Mr. Asensio created the THRM LIVE movement to help fathers swiftly end the horrible plight
they experience in family law in America. The only way immediately gain freedom for fathers is
expose John G. Roberts, Jr. as the US official that is individually responsible for the crimes the
states commit against fathers every day in state case. Roberts will then be forced to resign as the
Presiding Officer of the US Judicial Conference, where Roberts operates his scheme against
fathers, and as Chief Justice of the US Supreme Court where he acts fraudulent to protect
scheme.
Mr. Asensio is the nation's first father to discover that Roberts is the government official who is
individually responsible for all the harms, damages, and crimes that state governments
deliberately and maliciously to do fathers in all 3,400 or so counties in America. He discovered
and proved at the Conference that all of the pain and suffering that fathers experience in family
court is a direct result of Roberts's unnoticed and illegal activities in the Conference, in
Congress, and the Executive Branch's Department of Justice, and White House.
The inexecrable evidence shows Roberts illegally using his position as the presiding officer of
the Conference to manage secrete associations with the US executive branch and US legislative
branches to cancel the fathers' rights to access federal judges, to cancel the fathers' ability to
defend their civil and constitutional rights in federal so that state courts can act criminally against
the fathers. Roberts's criminal conduct rises to the level of treason. This alone works to cancel
news organizations willingness to report.
Mr. Asensio discovered the Roberts and the federal judges had actually fabricated a cover-up for
allowing the state government to act criminally against fathers. He created an abbreviation to
identify Roberts's fabricated cover-up. The abbreviation is a capital D, capital R, and capital E:
the DRE.
The DRE is far from the only illegal and prejudicial scheme that Roberts operates at the
Conference that causes the American people grave and serious harm. It is a deliberate and
malicious attack on the separation of powers and federalism doctrines, which are the
Constitution's two most scared principles. A basic concept in American life to protect our
freedoms and liberties.
If President John F. Kennedy famous told the American Newspaper Publishers Association at a
Bureau of Advertising dinner held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York City that the
American people will not stand for secrecy in their democratic constitutional republic. President
Kennedy said that “[t]he very word secrecy is repugnant in a free and open society; we are as a

people inherently and historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret
proceedings. We decided long ago that the dangers of excessive and unwarranted concealment of
pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers which are cited to justify it.”[1]
The DRE is a crime at the federal level that allows state judges and state governments to commit
crimes against fathers in state courts. It only exists through the secret proceedings of a secret
society consisting of the US Attorneys General, the presiding officer of the Judicial Conference,
and certain members of Congress who consented to these secret agreements.
Roberts conduct repugnant. DRE and Roberts's cover-up of the DRE are far more vile and
despicable that any the President Nixon was accused of doing in the Watergate Scandal. And
what Roberts is doing to fathers, he is doing to the American people in thousands of other ways.
Roberts must go.
Sincerely,
Manuel P. Asensio, Founder & President

